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Abstract. The τ lepton is the heaviest of the charged leptons and the only one to decay into hadrons. This

provides a unique opportunity to probe low energy QCD and the charged weak interaction of both the relative

coupling strength to the first and second generation of quarks and to the lepton. Moreover, many new physics

scenarios couple primarily to the third generation, making it a promising prospect for new physics searches. In

this paper, an overview of recent measurements of the τ lepton from BABAR, BELLE and BES are presented.

1 Introduction

τ decays at low energy e+e− colliders provide an experi-

mentally clean signature to studying electro-weak interac-

tions, low energy QCD and for searching for new physics.

The τ lepton is of particular interest for new physics

searches due to its mass and the flavour problem. At low

energies, new physics can manifest itself through virtual

contributions from new particles. Two of the key signa-

tures searched for at the B-Factories are Lepton Flavour

Violation and CP Violation. With the large datasets col-

lected by the BELLE and BABAR experiments there is a

unique opportunity to probe the Standard Model by using

the rich dynamics of τ decays to an unprecedented preci-

sion. Furthermore, the enormous statistics are essential for

the searches for new physics.

From the B-Factories, there have been many measure-

ments of branching fractions/ratios from τ decay modes,

as well as numerous searches for new decay modes [1].

This includes the majority of the main strange τ branch-

ing fractions and upper limits on the unmeasured strange

decay modes[2, 3]. Table 1 presents a summary of the

non-strange and strange branching fraction measurements

as well as the upper limits on unmeasured strange decay

from the BELLE and BABAR experiments. As it is pointed

out in [1], the measured decay modes from BABAR and

BELLE tend to be lower than previous experiments. How-

ever, it should be pointed out although the new sum of

branching fractions is low, it is still reasonably consistent

with unity [1].
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In Section 2 and 3, the searches for new physics

through Lepton Flavour Violation and CP Violation will

be discussed. Search for Second Class Currents will be

discussed in Section 4. After which, the precision mea-

surements of the Standard Model, at low energy e+e− col-

liders, will be discussed. These include the measurements

of the τ mass, which are presented in Section 5, and the

electro-weak measurements, which are presented in Sec-

tion 6. The discussion of the hadronic structure and QCD

parameters is left to Section 7. Finally, in Section 8 an

outlook for τ physics is presented.

2 Searches for Lepton Flavour Violation

Lepton Flavour Violation (LFV) is forbidden in the Stan-

dard Model of Particle Physics and is strongly suppressed

when neutrino oscillations are taken into account. How-

ever, there are many new physics scenarios that predict

LFV could occur at the O(10−8) level[17–24]. Any obser-

vation of LFV would be a clear signature of new physics.

Because of this, LFV was intensively searched for at the

BABAR and BELLE experiments[1]. The current world

limit, as summarized by the heavy Flavour Averaging

Group (HFAG), are presented in Figure 1. In addition to

LFV, these searches also include Lepton Number Violation

and Baryon Number Violation. With the expected lumi-

nosity at the BELLE II Experiment, LFV searches promise

to be an exciting topic for τ physics.

3 Searches for CP Violation in τ Decays

In the Standard Model, CP Violation results from the sin-

gle irreducible complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa matrix (CKM) [25]. It explains all CP Violation

effects that have been measured, which so far are limited to
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Table 1. The HFAG fit branching fraction for both strange and non-strange τ decays which were measured by the B-Factories [1]. A

more complete list of decay modes measured by BABAR and BELLE can be found in [1].

Decay Mode Branching Fraction (%) BELLE BABAR

B(τ→ eνν) 17.82 ± 0.04 [5]

B(τ→ μνν) 17.39 ± 0.04 [5]

B(τ→ πν) 10.81 ± 0.05 [5]

B(τ− → h−π0ντ) 25.94 ± 0.09 [6]

B(τ− → π−π−π+ντ[ex. K0
S

]) 9.00 ± 0.05 [7] [8]

B(τ− → π−π0ηντ) 0.139 ± 0.007 [9]

B(τ− → 3π−2π+ντ[ex. K0
S

]) 0.0823 ± 0.0030 [10]

B(τ− → 2π−π+ηντ) 0.0149 ± 0.0010 [11]

B(τ− → K−π−π+ντ) 0.1435 ± 0.0027 [7] [8]

B(τ− → π−K0
S
π0ντ) 0.145 ± 0.007 [12]

B(τ→ Kν) 0.6955 ± 0.0096 [5]

B(τ− → K−π0ντ) 0.4322 ± 0.0149 [13]

B(τ− → K0π−ντ) 0.8206 ± 0.0182 [6] [14]

B(τ− → K0π−π0ντ) 0.3649 ± 0.0108 [12] [15]

B(τ− → K−π−π+ντ (ex. K0)) 0.2923 ± 0.0068 [7] [8]

B(τ− → K−ηντ) 0.0153 ± 0.0008 [9] [16]

B(τ− → K−ηπ0ντ) 0.0048 ± 0.0012 [9]

B(τ− → K0ηπ−ντ) 0.0094 ± 0.0015 [9]

B(τ− → K−φντ(φ→ K−K+)) 0.0037 ± 0.0014 [7] [8]

Branching Fractions from HFAG fit [1] χ2/d.o.f.=143.5/118 CL=5.5%
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Figure 1. A summary of the LFV from BELLE and BABAR as presented in the HFAG 2012 report[1]

the K and B mesons. However, the amount of CP Violation

predicted by the Standard Model is several orders of mag-

nitude too small to explain the asymmetry between matter

and antimatter in the universe. Thus searching for sources

of new CP Violation is essential to answer this fundamen-

tal question in physics. Many new physics models pre-

dict new sources of CP Violation, for example from scalar

bosons in τ decays which are expected in models such

as Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Models[26, 27] and

from Multi-Higgs-Doublet Models[28, 29]. This was the

focus of the CP Violation search at BELLE [30] which

measured differential CP asymmetry,

ACP
i =

∫ ∫ ∫ Q2
2,i

Q2
1,i

cosβcosψ
(

dΓτ−
dω

− dΓτ+

dω

)
dω

1
2

∫ ∫ ∫ Q2
2,i

Q2
1,i

(
dΓτ−
dω

− dΓτ+

dω

)

� 〈cosβcosψ〉iτ− − 〈cosβcosψ〉iτ+ ,
where dω = dQ2dcosβdcosθ using the angular definitions

from [31]. The results of this search can be seen in Fig-

ure 2. In the context of new physics models, where the

scalar form factor is modified by the Charged Higgs con-

tributions

FS (Q2) → F′
S (Q2) = FS (Q2) +

ηS

mτ

FH(Q2),
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Figure 2. The CP asymmetry, ACP
i

, measured by BELLE[30, Figure 2]. The vertical bars represent the statistical and systematic

uncertainties added in quadrature for Data. For the control sample, the vertical error bars represent the statistical uncertainty. The

difference between the left-hand plot (a) and the right-hand plot (b) is the scale of ACP
i

.

ACP
i

is proportional to the imaginary component of the

dimensionless complex coupling constant[30]. The result-

ing upper limit on the new physics models is |�m(ηS )| <
0.026@90%CL. For Multi-Higgs-Doublet Models[28,

29], one can place a limit on the complex coupling con-

stants of the Higgs boson to τ− ντ(Z) and the u− d quarks

(Z) [30, 32]. The resulting upper limit from BELLE[30] is

|�m(XZ∗)| < 0.15
M2

H±

1GeV2/c4
@90%CL.

The BABAR experiment conducted a search for a global

CP asymmetry which measured an asymmetry of (−0.36±
0.23 ± 0.11)%[33]. This is 2.8σ away from the Standard

Model prediction of (0.36 ± 0.01)%.

4 Searches for Second Class Currents

Hadronic currents in weak interactions can be catego-

rized in two general groups based on the spin, parity and

G parity[4]. First Class Currents, FCC, have a JPG =

0++, 0−−, 1+−, 1−+, while the Second Class Currents, SCC,

have a JPG = 0−+, 0−+, 1++, 1−−. The SCC correspond to

matrix elements that are proportional to the difference be-

tween the up and down quark masses and are therefore

highly suppressed. They have never been observed be-

fore. SCC are predicted to be on the order of (1.2 − 1.5)−5

[34, 35]. At the B-Factories, SCC have been searched

for in the τ− → π−ηντ[16], τ− → π−η′ντ[11] and the

τ− → π−ωντ[36] decay modes. A summary of the results

can be found in Table 2.

Within the Resonance Chiral Lagrangian Models,

Br(τ− → π−ηντ) is predicted to be (0.48+0.30
−0.20

) × 10−5[37],

about one order of magnitude below the current experi-

mental measurements. This is near the limit of the ex-

pected reach of the BELLE II Experiment for the full ex-

pected luminosity.

Table 2. Upper limits set on Second Class Currents at the

B-Factories

Decay Mode Upper Limit (90% CL) Experiment

τ− → π−ηντ < 9.9 × 10−5@90%CL BABAR [16]

τ− → π−ηντ < 7.3 × 10−5@90%CL BELLE

τ− → π−η′ντ < 7.2 × 10−6@90%CL BABAR [11]

τ− → π−η′ντ < 4.6 × 10−6@90%CL BELLE

τ− → π−ωντ < 1.3 × 10−4@90%CL BABAR [36]

5 Measurements of the τ Mass

The τ mass is one of the fundamental parameters of the

Standard Model. As such, it can not be predicted by theory

but can only be measured. Precision measurements of the

τ mass allow for both calculating branching fractions[38]

and for testing Charged Lepton Universality[39]. While

the differences between the τ− and τ+ masses provide a

test of CPT, any violation of CPT would imply viola-

tion of local Lorentz invariance and would indicate new

physics[40–43]. The most precise measurements of the τ

mass come from threshold scans. In particular, the most

precise measurements of the τ mass using this technique

come from KEDR (2009), 1776.69+0.17
−0.19

±0.15 MeV/c2[44],

and BES III(2013) 1776.91 ± 0.12 ± 0.12 MeV/c2[45].

Complementary measurements of differences between the

τ− and τ+ masses have been made at BABAR (1776.68 ±
0.12 ± 0.41 MeV/c2)[46] and BELLE (1776.61 ± 0.13 ±
0.35 MeV)[47] using the pseudo-mass technique.

6 Measurements of the Electro-weak

Couplings

In the Standard Model, the interaction of the charged

weak current with the quarks is described with a single

gauge coupling and a unitary transform matrix (|Vus|), the

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix (CKM) [25], which
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results from the mass and weak eigenstates of the quarks

not being equivalent:

− g√
2

[
ūiγ

μ 1 − γ5

2
Vi jd j + ν̄iγ

μ 1 − γ5

2
li

]
W+
μ

+higher order terms,

where g = g f = ge = gμ = gτ is the signal gauge cou-

pling, ui and di represent the up-down-like quark states, li
and νi represent the charged lepton and neutrino states of

the ith generation and
1−γ5

2
forces the interaction to be left

handed. The equality between the gauge couplings for the

three generations of leptons is referred to as Charged Lep-

ton Universality. For the first row of the CKM matrix, the

unitarity constraint may be written as

Vud + Vus + Vub = 1,

where the value of |Vud| used in this comparison is pro-

vided from nuclear beta decays [48], the contribution from

|Vub| is negligible[1] and |Vus| comes from kaon decay

measurements[49]. However, hadronic τ decays provide

a complementary method for extracting |Vus|. This is of

particular interest since there are many new physics sce-

narios that couple primarily to the third generation and

could cause a deviation between measurements of |Vus| in

the kaon and τ systems[50–54].

6.1 |Vus| in τ Decays

In τ decays, there are four main techniques that can be

used to extract |Vus|. In this paper we will discuss the three

methods that have been used at the B-Factories. These

techniques only require input from τ decays. A descrip-

tion of the fourth method which combines measurements

from τ → Kπν decays and K → πlν decays can be found

in [55]. Out of the τ only techniques, the method that

has the smallest theoretical limitations comes from the

flavor breaking difference with Finite Energy Sum Rules

(FESR)[56]. The flavor breaking difference can be written

as
Rw
τ,strange

|Vus|2
−

Rw
τ,non−strange

|Vud|2
= δRw

τ,S U3 breaking,

where Rτ,strange = Γ(τ− → Xstrangeντ)/Γ(τ → eνν)

is the strange hadronic width, Rτ,non−strange = Γ(τ− →
Xnon−strangeντ)/Γ(τ → eνν) is the non-strange hadronic

width and δRτ,S U3 breaking is the theoretical SU(3) flavor

breaking correction which is determined using Operator

Product Expansion (OPE). The w represents that this equa-

tion holds for any analytic weight. In general, the weights

can be constructed to minimize the total uncertainty. How-

ever, due to the limited amount of information on the in-

clusive spectral density functions of the current experi-

mental measurements, the results presented here are un-

weighted. The weighted inclusive strange and non-strange

spectral density functions are constructed from the desired

analytic weight, the sum of invariant mass distributions for

each of the strange and non-strange decay modes and nor-

malized to the corresponding branching fractions. Experi-

mentally, this is challenging due to the number of chan-

nels that need to be measured. Moreover, since there

are no solid predictions for the branching fractions of

hadronic individual τ decays, all possible modes must be

measured or have an upper bound placed on them. This

technique has completely orthogonal theoretical and ex-

perimental uncertainties to the kaon measurements. If all

of the branching fractions and spectral functions are up-

dated with the data from BELLE and BABAR, this method

would be expected to make the most precise measurement

of |Vus| [56].

The most precise technique for determining |Vus| from

τ decays is currently from the branching ratio:

B(τ→ Kν)

B(τ→ πν)
=

f 2
K
|Vus|2

f 2
π |Vud |2

(
1 − m2

K

m2
τ

)2

(
1 − m2

π

m2
τ

)2
(1 + δLD),

where fK/ fπ = 1.1936 ± 0.0053 [57–60] is determined

from Lattice QCD, |Vud | [48], and the long-distance cor-

rection δLD = (0.03 ± 0.44)% is estimated [61] using cor-

rections to τ→ hντ and h → μνμ [62, 63]. This method is

analogous to the method used in Kl2 decays and therefore

has the same Lattice QCD uncertainties.

|Vus| can be directly extracted from the measurement

of the branching fraction τ− → K−ντ,

B(τ→ Kν) =
G2

F
f 2
K
|Vus|2m3

τττ

16π�

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 − m2
K

m2
τ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2

S EW ,

where the kaon decay constant is fK = 156.1 ±
1.1 MeV [57–60] and the electro-weak correction is

S EW = 1.0201 ± 0.0003 [64]. In contrast to the latter

method, this method is sensitive to the absolute normaliza-

tion, however, by construction it is also affected by Lattice

QCD uncertainties.

The extraction of |Vus| from the B-Factories results is

computed by HFAG using the fitted HFAG branching frac-

tions. The HFAG values of |Vus| compared to the kaon

measurements are presented in Figure 3. In contrast to the

kaon measurements, the uncertainties on all of the |Vus|
measurements extracted from τ decays are limited by the

experimental uncertainties. From Figure 3, it can be seen

that the B-Factory measurements of |Vus| extracted from

the ratio of
B(τ→Kν)

B(τ→πν)
and directly from B(τ→ Kν) are con-

sistent with unitarity determined from[48]. These mea-

surements are dominated by the BABAR measurement [5].

Interestingly, the value of |Vus| extracted using the FESR

method has a deviation from unitarity of 3.4σ. With the

recent upper limits on the unmeasured τ decay modes, the

possibility of this deviation resulting from missing decay

modes is becoming smaller. Moreover, although the mea-

surements of the hadronic τ decays at BELLE and BABAR

seem to be systematically lower than the previous world

averages, the sum of the branching ratios is consistent with

unity. The deviation in the FESR approach for |Vus| and

the systematically low branching ratios could be related
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|us|V
0.215 0.22 0.225

|us|V
0.215 0.22 0.225

 decays, FlaviaNet 2010l3K
 0.0013±0.2254 

 decays, FlaviaNet 2010l2K
 0.0013±0.2252 

CKM unitarity
 0.0010±0.2255 

, HFAG 2012νπ → τ / ν K→ τ
 0.0021±0.2229 
, HFAG 2012ν K→ τ
 0.0022±0.2214 

 s inclusive, HFAG 2012→ τ
 0.0022±0.2173 

 average, HFAG 2012τ
 0.0015±0.2202 

HFAG-Tau
Winter 2012

Figure 3. An update of |Vus| from the HFAG 2012 report[1] for the hadronic τ decays. The HFAG values of |Vus| are extracted

using the average branching fractions from HFAG. The three upper values are from Kl3 decays [49], Kl2 decays [49] and the unitarity

constraint [48].

to the difference in the definitions of the decay modes be-

tween the B-Factories and previous experiments especially

given that the π0 branching ratios tend not to be measured

at BABAR and BELLE. On the theoretical side, the current

weights used for the calculation of |Vus| have been shown

to have potential problems with convergence [56, 65, 66]

which are not included in the theoretical uncertainties. Un-

fortunately, the limited information on the strange spectral

density functions prevents the use of more sophisticated

weights which are not known to have problems with con-

vergence. Therefore, it would be prudent to wait for future

results before drawing conclusions on the meaning of the

deviation.

6.2 Charged Lepton Universality and τ Decays.

There are numerous techniques for testing Charged Lep-

ton Universality in τ decays. We will limit the techniques

to those used at BABAR. The ratio of branching fractions

B(τ− → μ−νμντ) and B(τ− → e−νeντ) can be used to

test Charged Lepton Universality between electrons and

muons.

(
gμ

ge

)2

τ

=
B(τ− → μ−νμντ)
B(τ− → e−νeντ)

f (m2
e/m

2
τ)

f (m2
μ/m

2
τ)
,

where f (x) = 1− 8x+ 8x3− x4 − 12x2 log x, assuming that

the neutrino masses are negligible [38]. Charged Lepton

Universality between the τ and μ leptons can be tested with

(
gτ

gμ

)2

h

=
B(τ→ hντ)

B(h → μνμ)

2mhm2
μτh

(1 + δh)m3
τ ττ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 − m2
μ/m

2
h

1 − m2
h
/m2

τ

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
2

,

where the radiative corrections are δπ = (0.16 ± 0.14)%

and δK = (0.90 ± 0.22)% [62, 67, 68]. The world average

mass, lifetime values and meson decay rates were taken

from [69].

The analysis in [5], also used the leptonic τ decays

and the τ− → h−ντ to test Charged Lepton Universal-

ity. Figures 4 and 5 present a comparison of the BABAR

Charged Lepton Universality measurements to previous

experiments. The BABAR measurements were consistent

with the assumption of Charge Lepton Universality. It has

been suggested that the small deviations in the gτ/gμ from

comparing τ− → h−ντ to h− → μ−ν̄μ could be related to

the radiative corrections used in the analysis [62, 67, 68].

7 Measurements of the Hadronic Spectra

and QCD

The τ lepton sits at a unique energy near the thresh-

olds of perturbation and low energy QCD. At these en-

ergies, one can probe the rich and interesting phenom-

ena of low energy QCD, for example Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka

suppression[8], Wess-Zumino mechanism[71, 72] and the

mixing between the axial vector states K1(1270) and

K1(1400) [73, 74], as well as measure fundamental param-

eters of the Standard Model. Parameters such as the strong

coupling constant, αs[75–80], ms and |Vus|[56, 65, 66] can

be extracted using the spectral functions. While the B-

Factories have measured many of the τ branching ratios,

only spectral function for eight of the τ decay modes have

been measured[6, 7, 12, 81, 82]. These invariant mass

distributions are essential both to understand the hadronic

structure of τ decays and to improve the simulation of τ de-

cays for the LHC and future experiments. Recently, Tauola

has been updated using the results from [6, 82, 83] to im-

prove the modeling of τ− → π−π0ντ, τ
− → π−π−π+ντ and

Lepton and Hadron Physics at Meson-Factories
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e
gg

0.98 0.99 1 1.01

a ar 2eντν-e→-τντν-→-τ

. 2±1. 36

HF 2 12eντν-e→-τντν-→-τ

. 14±1. 18

eντν-e→-τντν-→-τ

. 2±1.

TRIUMF PSIeνe→πν→π

. 15±1. 17

62 LOEeνe→ν→

. 25±. 8

Flavia eteνeπ→νπ→
. 25±1. 1

LEP Eeν-e→-ν-→-

. 1±. 7

Figure 4. The current status of gμ/ge lepton universality measurements. The BABAR measurement is from [5], while the HFAG values

are from[1]. The HFAG average [1] is the weighted average of previous τ results with the recent BABAR gμ/ge measurement. The τ

measurements from before BABAR are from [69]. The other measurements are taken from [1, 84].

g
τ

g
0.9 1

a ar 2ν-→-
τν-→-τ
. 86±. 827

a ar 2ν-→-πτν-π→-τ
. 57±. 856

HF Fitν-→-
τν-→-τ
. 72±. 852

HF 2 12ν-→-πτν-π→-τ
. 31±. 56

HF 2 12τττeντν-e→-τ
. 21±1. 6

HF verage 2 12
. 2±. 6

ν-→-
τν-→-τ

. 17±. 76

ν-→-πτν-π→-τ
. 5±. 6

τττeντν-e→-τ
. 22±1. 6

LEP Eν-→-τν-τ→-

. 13±1. 3

Figure 5. The current status of gτ/gμ lepton universality measurements. The BABAR measurements are from [5], while the HFAG

values are from[1]. The HFAG average [1] is the weighted average of previous τ results with the recent BABAR gμ/ge measurement.

The τ measurements from before BABAR are from [69]. The other measurements are taken from [1, 84].

τ− → π−π0π0ντ
1. Once a more complete strange and non-

strange hadronic spectra has been constructed, B-Factory

data can be used to extract αs, ms and |Vus|.

8 Outlook

With the large e+e− → τ+τ− data sets collected by the

B-Factory experiments and BES a substantial improve-

1The τ− → π−π0π0ντ decay mode can be estimated using the τ− →
π−π−π+ντ decay mode.

ment in our understanding of the properties of the τ has

been made. The τ mass has been measured to an unprece-

dented precision while the electro-weak coupling between

the first and second generations of quarks, |Vus|, has been

measured using complementary techniques to a level that

is competitive with the kaon sector. Precision tests of

Charged Lepton Universality have also been made. The

hadronic spectra measured by the B-Factories are a sig-

nificant improvement compared to previous experiments.

These spectra allow one to probe the rich dynamics of low
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energy QCD in a clean environment as well as extract fun-

damental parameters. As it was shown in the Sections, 2

and 3 τ decays also provide an ideal laboratory for search-

ing for new physics. More specifically, the τ lepton is of

particular interest due to the mass and flavour generation

problem. Two mechanisms through which new physics

can present itself at the B-Factories, are Lepton Flavour

Violation and CP-Violations. Due to the extensive data-

sets from BABAR and BELLE, substantial progress has

been made in these searches for physics beyond the Stan-

dard Model. In many cases the limits have been improved

by several orders of magnitudes, drastically reducing the

allowed parameter space for new physics models. With

the next generation of B-Factories on the horizon, one can

expect further progress in τ physics from the BELLE-II

and BES-III experiments.
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